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MATHEMATICS PREPARATION OF HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 
BASED ON COLLEGE PROGRAÌS AND TEACHER EXPERIENCE 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

During recent years there has been an increased 

emphasis upon education in the United States. The emphasis 

Is justified by the fact that today there are more pupils 

in school than ever before. This influx of pupils from 

every type of social and intellectual background demands 
a much different educational program than in the past. 
In Oregon, where high school attendance is required, the 

problem of meeting the needs of all youth is even more 

important. 

State Departments of Education and Colleges of 

Education are constantly striving to improve the educt- 
lona]. system by re-defining the objectives of education 

and improving the entire setting for learning. Yet, no 

matter how valid the objectives of education, how modern 

the school plant, or how perfect the curriculum, pupils 

in the hands of a poor, unprepared teacher cannot receive 

an adequate education. The Joint Commission of the 
L.ational Council of Teachers in its Fifteenth Yearbook 

summarized the problem (26, p.187). They believe that in 

any consideration of general educational problems, it is 
necessary to give prominence to the preparation of teachers. 



The part of the teachers is so important that other con- 

siderations are seconthry by comparison. Not until 

educators turn their thourhts to the persons who are 

to carry out the instructions of e:lucational theorists 

is the crux of the matter reached. Only then are mere 

pins on paper replaced by the :ersonalities who bring 

either success or failure to these ians. 

The followini, qualities of mathematics teacher 

are considered important and are emphasized by educators. 

First, qualities related to the general culture, social 

and civic development of the individual. Second, the 

professional preparation, familiarity with educational 

problems and skill in the techniques of instruction. 
Third, a knowledge of and interest in mathematics. 

This paper is concerned with the last quality; that 

of the techer's knowled e of mathematics. As will be 

seen later, secondary mathematics is being criticized 

from ¡tlany sides. Therefore it seems even more important 

to have competent teachers of mathematics in the class- 

room. Lany problems face the new teacher on his first 

assignment. He will have less difficulty if he is con- 

fident in his subject field instead merely one page 

ahead of his pupils. The Joint Commission's summary 

(26, p.193) commented on this point also. They asserted 

that by instituting certain professional requireents, 
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the initial Ineptitude of the teacher has perhaps been 

guarded against. hlso prospectivo teachers have been 

encouraged to think about school probleuis. However, 

educators seem content with the most rodest attainments in 

the subjects these instructors teach, at least as far as 

official requirements go. The public desires that boys 

and girls should be instructed by teachers with social 

attitudes and conìiunity interests, but c]oes not deilAalìd 

that they have contact with teachers who are so well in- 

formed as to inspire and assist their pupils toward super- 

ior attainiìent. 

Statement of the problem 

The problem is to prepar'e prospective high school 

mathematics teachers, who by their mathematical knowledge, 

are able to inspire, challenge, and assist their students 
towards higher attainments. This study will attempt to 

discover, by questioning both Colleges of Education and 

high school mathematics teachers,the kind of mathenistics 
program that is required to preparo such a teacher. A 

tremendous amount of mathematics is available, in fact, 

E.T. Bell (15, p.35) estimates it would take twenty or 
more geniuses a lifetise of study to iìaster all of the 
mathematics known. It is imposible to ask a hih school 
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inathe.iatics teacher to attenpt to aster ore than the 

elementary phases of the 8ubject. Yet the Joint Conmiss- 

ion (26, p.ió-l94) infers that the secondary school 

rnathe:íatics teachers are rot ;iasters of the elementary 

areas. Therefore, a program in collego mathematics must 

be developed to prepare future high school teachers in 

all arcas of secondary school mathem;tics as well as the 

more advanced phases of the subject. 

Purpose of the Study 

The principal purpose of this study is to develop 

a more adequate college mathematics program for training 

future high school mathematics teachers. This recommen- 

ded program is based upon the results of a questionnaire 

survey of the college and university programs and the 

recommendations of high school mt.hemat1cs teachers in 

Oregon. 

Other related purposes al' the study may be summar- 

ized as follows: 

1. To discover the status of secondary school 

mathenatics in Oregon. 

2. To discover a representative sample of college 
iatheatic s curri cula for secondary school 

teachers of mathematics. 

3. To discover the most popular minor fields of 
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repartior for inathetic teachers. 

4. To discover what new ruistheitics coure re 

being plsnned by collecs primarti.y for pros 

pective high school uatheiatics tachers. 

5. To learn what college people feel should be 

the next steps in irnproving the present prog. 

rana of atheet1cal preparation. 

6. To discover the theiatical background of high 

school matherraties teachers and what value in 

teaching they attach to courses completed in 

college. 

7. To discover the hi4t school teachers' 

recoiiuiìended ¡nathematieai preparation for 

prospective nathe;atics teachers and their 

suested ,thor fields of preparation. 

3. To discover recent trends in the teaching of 

high school mathsnit. 

9. To discover the secondary school niathsuiatics 

teachers' criticisms of the present teacher 

training programs. 

Location of the Study 

Coliees arid wkiver,itjes in all fortyeith t states 

and the District of Coluhia were questioned rearding 



their required mathematical prepration for prospective 

high school mathematics teachers. 

High school mathematics teachers in Oregon were 

queried concerning the inathematic s program in the ir 

school1 their personal educational background, and their 

recommendations for a mathematics training pian for pros- 

pective teachers of the subject. 

Subjects Used in the study 

The railing list of colleges was compiled from the 

1949 Educational Directory published by the United States 

Office of Education. Ali colleges and universities re- 

porting a School of Education were used with the 

exception of Oregon State College, University of Hawaii, 

and the University of Puerto Rico. Normal schools or 

teachers colleges were not included in the study. This 

gave a total of one hundred ten colleges and universities 

to be ouòstioned. Table I sumrarizes the types of schools 

queried. 
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Table I 

Types of Colleges and Universities Used in the Study 

Type of school Nurnber questioned 

State Colleges 16 

State Universities 51 

Combined Stcte College and University 2 

Stete and Private Institutes 2 

Private Colleges 

Private Universities 35 

The list of two hundre:i techers was compiled from 

the 194E-49 Oregon School irectory. The teachers were 

electec1 frosL high schools in all areas of the state. 

Afl teacher guestioned was listed in the Directory as 

teaching at least one class in mathematics. Jehools of 

all sizes were represented. The teachers' experience 

varied froni none to thirty-six yoars. A few part-tine 

teachers were included. 

Limitations of the Study 

i\fly study of this type is subject to certain limit.. 

ations. major limiting factor of this study as far as 

the colleges are concerned is the exclu3ion of small 



institutions which did not report a school of Education 

in the Educational Directory and thus were not mailed 

questionnaires. These smaller colleges train many 

teachers and thus their prograuis svould be valuable in 

this study. 

The different titles of mathematics courses cause 

some confusion in tabulating results. A number of titles 

are standard but certain course names are misleading. 

The writer made every effort to make the individual 

questions definite and to keep the interpretation of the 

subject titles consistent. 

The questionnaire method itself has some limitat- 

ions. The percent return is an important factor. The 

interest of the people cueried at the t line required to 

fill out the questionnaire affects the number of replies. 

Also the answers on a questionnaire cannot be as coíiplete 

as those obtained from a personal interview, but because 

of the time and distance factors, personal contacts were 

impossible. 

The competence of those questioned is a factor. 

Xhen compiling the mailing list, the L.uthor sele cted 

teachers with every type of background and experience. 

All colleges and universities reporting a School of 

Education, with the exception of those mentioned earlier 



in the chapter, were included. 

A possible linitLtion in discovering teachers' 
recommendations is that only instructors in Oregon were 

included in this study. Liso several personal questions 

concerning educational backgrounds and experience perhaps 
caused some teachers not to reply. 

Another factor is the vrying experience and 

educational preparation of the teachers. The author 
included teachers with a variety of experience, and from 

all sizes of schools and types of communities. 

Perhaps these limitations are nuzerous, but in 
interpreting the results of the study they must be con- 

sidered. The findirì:.s in this study sugest the need for 
further examination of the problem, and the portions of 
this survey which seem incomplete must be studied more 

thoroughly if a truly adequate trining program for sec- 

ondary school mathematics techers is to be attained. 
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CHAPTER II 

MATHEMATICS TEACJ1IìG IN TUE UNITED STTr$ 

l'iathernt1cs has not always occupied the aiae p1ce 

j_n the educational program of the secondary school that 

it occupies today. The ïf2atheit1cs offerings in high 

schodr h.ve been Influenced by changing educational 

theories and chaìging practical considerations. There 

have been periods In which its status has been 

characterized by stability and proLinence and there have 

been other periods which uncertinty and depression have 

marked. . s the objectives of mathenatics change, the 

content and methods of instruction chn,e, resulting in 

different expectat ions from the teacher. 

The volving Secondary athematics Program 

Early irIthmetic Butler and ren (7, p.l6-l) 

write that arithíìetic taught in the writing school and 

the Latin 3raminar School was the only niathematics of 

importance In the secondary schools of the United States 

during the colonial period. In the latter part of the 

eIghteenth century, arithiLletic was given even more 

reconit ion through the influence of expanding cornue rcial 
interests. The subject-matter consisted of a series 

of rules to be igeraorized and dogmatically applied. 
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There were usually no tet books and the school master 

dictated the problea to be solved, stating the rules to 

be used. The rules and problems were recorded in ¿ "cipher 

book" and the process itself was called ciphering. A 

typical rule is one for finding two numbers having given 

the sum of the numbers and the sum of their squares: 

(7, p.l) 

"From the square of their sum take the 
sum of their squares; then from the sum of 
their squarcs take the remainder, and the 
square root of the difference Will be the 
number. To half their sum add half their 
difference, and the sum will be the greater. 
From half their sum take half their difference 
nd the remainder will be the less." 

The needs of the teacher appeared to be a natural 

ability at computation, maintaining strict order in the 
classroom, and a reference book for obtaining rules and 

probleAs. So long as the atorial was that dogmatic and 

and mechunical, there was little need for special teacher 

preparation. 

The AcadeI1y In the Academy (7, p.l-l9) the 

following matheatical subjects appeared in the curriculum 

during the period fro;. i77 to l7O: arithmetic, algebra, 

astronomy, bookkeepiiÀ ;, conic sections, civIl engineering, 

plane geometry, analytic geometry, leveling, logrithms, 

mapping, nensuration, navigation, statistics, surveying, 

and trigonometry. The particular attention given to 
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mathematics dur1n!.; this eriod wa due in part to the 

practical application required iii those times, but prin- 

cip11y due to the idea of zaental discipline, especially 

stron froiu 1860 to l9O. Cubberly (10, p.513) 3ays, 

"iatheiti cs subje cts logically organized and presented 

were thought to drill attention , will, ¡emory , imainat- 

ion, feelings, judgeriient, reasoning, observation, sense 

discrLiiinatlon, and other 'powers of the iind'." 

Imparting information, drilling for mast cry, and con- 

trolling the school was the work of the teacher. All 

pupils, regardless of age1 past experience, or physical 

or meritai condition, took the saie kind, amount, and 
order of subject-matter. 

Thorouh preparation in pure mathematics and the 

ability to control the classroom appear to be the xiain 
qualifications for a natheinatics teacher of this period. 

The courses were already organized and were the same for 

all pupils. The instructors' needs for academy teaching 
were met by the college and university programs of the 

day. 

The Pestalozian ethod The Pestalozzian method 

(13, p.765-7Cc) became popular in this country about l6O 
and dominated the educational scene for the ncxt thirty 

years. There arc three main points to this method: 
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1. The reduction of all aubects to the 

unanalyzable elements and the teaching of 

these subjects by carefully graded steps. 

2. The use of the object lesson in which an 

atteúpt was made to appeal directly to the 

sense experiences rather than to learn to 

manipulate words. 

3. The oral teaching of all subjects, 

In mathematics the Pestalozzian method manifested 

itself in sirIh)le and rapid calculation. Countiri. beans, 

boys, sticks, and holes in lace curtains formed the basis 

of this arithmetic. Sand tables, paper, and slates for 

ciphering were discarded and the pupils were trained to 

solve mentally, rather comnilcated problems with whole 

numbers and fractions. Warren Colburn's "First Lessons 

in Arithmetic on the Pian of Pestalozzi", widely used by 

160, contained a multitude of simple, attractively 

stated problems to be solved mentally. The following 

extracts (10, p.396) are illustrative: 

How many hands have a be 

Judas, one of the twelve 

how many were left? 

¡rs. Fanny "oodburry was 

114. 1iss Hannah Adams 

years older; how old was 

y and a clock? 

Apostles, hung himself; 

born in 1791, and died in 

lived to be fifty-three 

Hannah idams? 
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Teaching by this method required i. ore skillful 

and better prepared teacher. The teacher must st.nd 

alone, know the proper methods of presenttiori, have a 

sound knowledge of subject-ivatter, arid be able to organ- 

ize the materials into units. Iew emphasis was placed on 

teacher education, the'e was a noticeable growth of pro- 

fessional educational classes, and the techniques of 

pro sent ing ivathemat i c s were introduced i nt o the teacher 

training schools and colleges. 

The Lcriod of Dissatisfaction The last qunrter 

of the nineteenth century saw the public high school 

replace the academy as the important secondary school. 

iapic1 changes were being made in the social, political 

and industrial customs of the United States, and evidences 

of the attempts of the high school to keep pace with these 

developments may be seen in the large number of courses 

added to the curriculun. Algebra, georn:try, and even the 

calculus became quite universal in the curz'icula. The 

result by 1900 was a general dissatisfaction with the 

matheiatics progran. The pupils were not grasping the 

subject, since a large part of the high school failures 

were in mathoniatics, colleges complained of the poor math- 

ematics backgrounds of their freshmen, and businessmen 

were doubtful of the opportunity for the application of 
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secondary rnthematics as tauht. The avera;e man had 

completsd more nrnthe:at1cs than he could assimilate or 

apply. 

survey at the turn of the century by Stamper 

(3:3, p.8) indicated that the majority of the teachers 

were sulTiciently prepared on the subject-matter side, 

althouh many were not familiar with the C1CUiUs. Even 

at this late time, there was little tr&ininE for second- 

ary mathematics teachers other than in the academic aspects 

of the subject. 

Stafford (32, p.10-li) suggests that another teach- 

ing idea in mathematics, popular at the time, was the 

reason1n power theory. athematics was considered the 

abstract for natural sciences and was valuable as a train- 

ing of reasoning power, not simply because it was abstract, 
but because it was a representation of actual things. 

This theory held as long as the subject-matter was based 

on the concrete, but texts gradually lapsed into more and 

more abstract forms until mathematics became a torture for 

both the student and the teacher. The requirements for 

teaching this type of mathematics wa. a bachelor's deEree 

with a ¡ajor in mathematics and a iinor in some related 

field .uch as physics or chemistry. The belie' was still 

strong that the teacher was born, not ade, resulting in 

little preparation in teaching techniques. 
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Functional Mathematics The iost recent develops 
aent in secondary mathematics is to make the subject more 

function1 and to organize general matheriatics courses. 
The problems ef how to reorganize and coordinate the 
garbled iathematics program of 1900 were studied by many 

committees. 3oine of these groups were: 

The Committee Of Ten 1893 

The Comittee on College Entrance 

Recul rement s 1899 

The International Commission 1911, 1918 

The tiona1 Conrittee of Fifteen 1908 

The ationa1 Comittee on Iatherriatics 
Requirements 1916 

The reports of these virious com:Aittees pointed to 
the problem of xakirg mathematics more functiond, 
especially iii the junior high schoo . ven tochy, the 

prob1e:: is far from being solved. The stnuIard proposit-. 

ions which authors have been stating for the past two 
decades are summarized by luliam I3etz (2, p.96). 

1. The aathematica1 curriculum "for all but the 
few" shou1. stress only those minimum essentials 

which are actually needed in life. 
2. 1i the mathematics taught in the school should 

be derived from actual life situations. 
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3. icadem1c inathexiatics of the usual type does not 
"meet the need& of the vast majority of our 

young people, "the other eighty-five percenttt. 
It is largely "non-functional" and should be 

reserved "for the few". 

4. "all but a. few" of our pupils can get along 
vithout any matheiiatics in the secondary schools. 

The sincerity of the advocates of al]. the above 

propositions makes the problem of finding the truly 
functional ntathemat i cs program eve ri more difficult There 
remains a need. for further study and experimentation. 

The JotLxt Commission of the tiona1 Council of 
Teachers of hathemátics (26, p.21-34) desires to keep 

mathematics in secondary education on a high level as 
opposed to the minimum education theory. It interprets 
the contributions which mathematics can make to the 
following objectives of secoiary education: 

1. ¡bi1ity to think clearly. 
a. Gathering and organizing data. 
b. Representing data. 
c. Drawin, conclusions. 

d. Establishing and judging claims of proof. 
2. AbIlity to use information, concepts, and 

general principles. 



3. Ability to use fundamental skills. 

4. Desirable attitudes: 

a. Respect for knowled'e. 

b. Respect for .rçood workmanship. 

C. Open-mindedness. 

5. Interest and appreciations: 

(Under this heading special attention is 
directed to the school's obligation to 

arouse and cultivate new interests as well 

as to foster and develop those desirable 

ones which the students have already 

acquired.) 

6. Other objectives: 

(iealth, citizenship, and worth home 

membership) 

A somewhat different approach is presented in Life 

Adjustment Education for American Youth (37, p.94) in 

listing the fundamental skills which every citizen should 

possess and basic knowledges which every citizen is likely 

to need. These include: 

"skill in the fundamental operations of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division; ability to read numerical data in 
graphic form and with an understanding of the 
basic features of graphic presentation which 
make a chart readable; an understanding of 
the truth that an equation is of such a nat- 
ure that whatever is done with one side must 
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be done with the other side if the equation 
is to remain valid; ability to use scale 
drawings in making maps and plans of houses; 
to handle personal finances and money wisely; 
and the solving of problems which are con- 
crete and conic within the experience of daily 
living." 

To teach this functional mathematics requires a 

niorf skillful and better prepared teacher. ho longer is 

he a drill iaster and dIsciplinarian who teaches from 

only one text book. Today there are more pupils in high 

school than ever before and It is the teacher's task to 

intercat these pupils in nathenatics, to apply mathematics 

to everyday life, and to give the students going to 

college an insight into the power of mathematics as a 

tool for further study. This type of teacher recluires 

more complete and careful training. 

The Training of 3econdary School 

iathematics Teachers 

College athema tics Smith (31, p.l-32, 65-74) 

writes that luring the colonial period, the colleges were 

the only schools offering mrmathed maties beyond the simple 

arithmetic. Even as late as the middle of the eighteenth 

century, the preparation for entering these courses in 

college was pitifully weak. xtr tutoring was usually 

necessary. The result was that much arithmetic and what 
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today is classified as hi;'h school i atheratics were taught 
ill coll;.e. 

The course In Algebra at Harvard included :olvirig 

'adfected quadratic equations","the resolution of cubick 

equations", "the method of converging series", and "Dr. 

Hulley's theorems for solving equations of all sorts". 
Besides the work in algebra there was a "method of resolv 
Ing geometrical problems algebraically" and geometry 

studied f roui Playf air's Euclid and llsted's text. 
round the middle of the eighteenth century, 

Thomas Clap developed a now plan at Yale which included 
arIth r etic and algebra in the first year, geometry in the 
second year, and "mathematics and natural philosophy" 
(physics) in the third year. He wrote In l66, that many 

of the juniors understood surveying, navigation, the 
calculation of eclipses, and some were fairly proficient 

with the conic sections and fluxions (differentials). 

The programs of these two schools illustrate the 

representativo curriculum of most of the colleges through- 
out the eighteenth century. The tendency was toward 

application with little emphasis on teacher preparation. 
The first half of the nineteenth century was a 

time for preparation for action and by l75 there was the 
beginning of the period of rapid advanceiient which has 
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extended until the present day. During this same period 

there was a r.pid development of the sna11 colleges, 

usually reliious in nature. The mathematics was taught 

by a preacher or politician out of work. The professors 

were poorly prepared and tine wor: assigned to them left 
little ti1u e for any serious study. The s1ary schedule 

was lot, a good professor getting "600 dollars 1f we can 

raise it" (31, p.66). There was not enough mathematics 

known in America to warrant a professorshIp of mathematics 

and even In. the larger schools, such as Harvard and Yale, 

the professors of mathematics wore professors of astron- 

omy, physics or theology as well. 

According to Smith (31, p.17) the following subjects 

were taught at 1)artzsouth and Yale at the end, of the first 

two cuarters of the nineteenth century: 

1g25 Freshiaen: Arithmetic and algebra 

;$ophomores: Euclid, plane trigonometry, 

iaenuratIon, surveying and 

navigation 

Juniors: Conic sections, spheres, natural 

philosophy, spherical trigonometry, 

and astronomy 

l5O Freshmen: Plane geometry, algebra (complete) 

Sophomores Trigonometry, surveying, inensur- 

ation, analytics, and calculus 
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Juniors: Natural philosophy and astronomy. 

The iork of the freshman yes.r of college continued 

to be ierely tht of an average high school curriculum of 

today. This fct :ives some reson for the poor prep- 

aration of the teachers of the period and for the unsat- 

isfactory work done in the field of mathematics in the 

secondary schools of the time. 

After i75 mathematics became s subJect rather 

than a minor subordinate taught in conjunction with 

astronomy and physics. s a result the more elementary 

phases Were moved into the expanding high school and many 

more competent teachers were required. 

Specific Training for Secondari School iathematics 
Teachers Almost nothing was done in the United states 

prior to 1900 to train specifically the teacher of second- 

ary mathematics. The preparation of teachers for special 
work in mathematics was ne@ected by the universities. 
it was left to a few of the more advanced normal schools 

to first attempt this special preparation. The state 

normal schools of Wisconsin in l67 offered an advanced 

course of one year, in which among many other things, the 

student learned geometry, trigonometry, and surveying; 
and it appears that t.he prospective teacher taught these 
subjects in . model school. The purpose of this year5 
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work was riot to teach in hl:Th school but in the hi;her 

grades ol' the e1ernentry school. In 192 the $tate Lornial 

School at t1bany, ew York was offerin instruction in 

methods of teaching algebra nd plane &nd o1id geometry. 

In the same year the New York College for Training Teachers, 

now Teachers College of Columbia University, ve a course 

in methods of teaching geometry. By l95 the .ichigan 

State Normal College at Ypsilanti offered, as electives, 

methods in algebra and geometry. These are the only schools 

and courses reported before 1900 writes Stamper (33, p.23- 

24). 

During the period between 1900 and 1910 a rapid 

growth in the offerings of mathematics methods courses was 

noticeable. This corresponds closely to the period of 

dissatisfaction and committee study of the secondary math- 

ematics prorams mentioned earlier in this chapter. The 

leaders of the movement bere Columbia University and 

Chica:;o University. The situation In 1910 concerning the 

preparation of mathematics teachers can be summarized 

as follows: 
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Institutions having Colleges of ducation 

Institutions givinc, courses in teaching of 

secondary iiiathematics 3 

Institutions requiring practice teaching 

in matheiriatics 19 

Inst itutiors offering cours s in the 

history of niatherriatics 29 

Institutions giving courcs in logical 

foundations of Liathematics 

Jtawper (33, p.26-27) writes that the educat- 

ional needs arid cua1ifications of a secondary mathematics 

teacher at the turn of the century were: 

First a thorough prepration in advanced math- 

ematics was required. Not only should the teacher have 

studied through the calculus but he should be an able 

mathematician. working knowledge of the theory of 

functions or group theory was considered to unify his con- 

ception of the subject. A university course in eometric 

logic and absolute geometry were regarded as necessary to 

provide a study of the foundations of mathematics. By 

virtue of his knowledge of advanced mathematics, the teacher 

was considered well equipped to interpret the high school 

phases of the subject. 

A second requirement was that he be £mi1iar with 

the history of mathematics, including the history of 
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te&ching the subject. J know1ec1e of the development of 

the subject matter in the succeodir; ages ¿rd the sequence 

of deve1optient of the various brnchea w. re considered 

to ,ive the teaçher a fund of usable thforrntion artd a 

clerer ineight into the whole field of zathezuatics. 

athcmatics at that time continued to be protented in the 

trditionid sequence of subject iatter. 

Third, the teacher should be . ¡iaster of the ped- 

ag.ogy of his articu1ar field and he should be actively 

aware of ¿ail the probls in general education. The 

te&cher should have a willingness to cooperate with the 

other departments and realize tht there are conon ende 

which concern the school as a whole. 

These needs and qualifictions were very modern, 

but from the above sua of the offerin;s of schools of 

the period, they were not being achieved by the teacher 

training inst itut ions. 

In a government report of 1920 (39) on the train 

Ing of matheuatics teachers, the 'o1lowing facts were 

noted: The nain requirement wa high school diploma. 

ny were teaching, at this time with nothing beyond the 

high school requirent but the number wa rapidly decreaa 

ing. The orth Central Association required twelve hours 

of college mathematics. To teach permanently, a ache1or 
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of Arts degree was aliûost universally required. In this 

same association the educational background of secondary 

nathematics teachers may be suuirmarized as follows: 
Bachelor Degree 

Advanced Degrees 

Some Professional Trdning 

65. 2 

11.9% 

Trained in only part of subject taught 37.0% 

The picture for that period was xuuch the same over 
the entire country. Professor I.eeve (39, p.452) at the 

time said, l?We ought to be able to presently require the 
calculus of all prospective teachers of mathematics in the 
secondary schools." 

It is interesting to compare the Germiì recuire- 
merits for a mathematics teacher of the same period. The 

prospective teacher spent four years in subject matter 

preparation in a college or university, followed by a 

state examination c religion, pri1osophy, language, and 

two majors and a minor, If he passed, he spent two years 
as an apprentice to a teacher in a secondary school, foil- 
owed by a professional examination. Only if he passed 
this final hurdle ¿Id he receive his certificate. England 

at the time recuired an honors degree and twelve weeks of 
practice teaching (39). 

Ey 1930, eighty-five percent of the colleges 
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reçuired practice teaching (12). In an article written 

in 1949, howard Fehr (15, p.34) summarizes thc: general 

pattern of the training of secondary mathematics teachers 

today as: 

"much pure mathematics, including 
foundations, a course or two in epplied 
mathematics, a course in psychology, a 
course in methods of mathematical teach- 
ing, and collegiate study in the minor re- 
lated fields of knowledge." 

This is the î.oint to which the mathematics teacher 

training program has advanced in January 1950 when this 

study was made. 

Sorne Problems of 3econdary Iiathematics 

Applicable to Teacher Training 

o analysis of mathematics teaching as applied to 

teacher training is complete without a brief discussion 

of the problems facing secondary mathematics in 1950. 

The Prob1eri of Decreasing Enrollment A very dis- 

turbing problem is the continued decrease in the percent- 

age of high school pupils enrolled in mathematics. Table 

II shows clearly that the percentage of total student 

registrations in mathematics has, since 1910, been 

characterized by a consistent decrease. 



Table II (7, p.14) 

Percentage of Students in athe1atic3 In Public High Schools Since 1890 

Subject 1690 1895 1900 1905 1910 1915 1922 1928 1934 

Algebra 40.40 54.27 56.29 57.51 56.65 46.64 40.15 35.22 30.41 

Geoiuetry 21.33 5.34 30.7 26.16 30.87 26.55 22.66 19.80 17.06 

TrlgonorÁìetry 2.53 l.l 1.71 l..7 1.48 l.5. 1.27 1.33 

Astronony 4.79 2,/8 1.22 .53 .26 .07 .06 .06 

rithuetic 10.53 2.42 2.30 

C omne r ci al 
Arithnletic 1.47 9,65 4.91 

Totals 61.73 66.93 91.85 88.60 90.12 77.15 76.63 65.92 56.07 



The only recent f'iTures available are in a study 

by the Comrnision on rost ar Plans in l94 (29). Une 

hundred thirty-six schools with ì total enrollment of 

133, 121 pupils were querried. The percent enrolled in 

matheiatics by grades were: 

Grade Nine 92% 

Grc.de Ten 65% 

3rade Eleven 

Grade Twelve 26% 

The average xnatheMatir: registration for senor 

high schools was forty-four -ercent. This is not a co- 

plete picture but does indicate that enrollment is not on 

the up grade. True, there are ziore putils registered in 

mathexatics, but the pereentae of the total school pop- 

ulation is less. 'ith life becomin iore quantative and 

much more dependent on mathematics it would set- logical 

that the enrollment should increase. The above table 

denotes a noticeable decrease. 

How this decrease affects teacher training may be 

seen from reviewing some of the major criticisms of high 

school mathematics as presented by E.R. r3reslich (5, p.204.- 

205). These criticisms re summarized below. All point 

directly to the teacher. 

First, pupils do not know how to use their 
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mathematics when. they n.ìeet problem situations where they 

need xathematics. This criticism comes from teachers of 

other subjects, teachers of advanced mathematics, bus- 

inessmen, industri1 leaders, and the military. Opinions 

as to the rez.son agree thit the pupils never mastered the 

fundamental concepts; that pupils memorized a few facts 
instead of learning the over all problem and applications; 

and that the teachers encouraged mechanical performance 

instead of understandings. 

Second, pupils dislike mathematics. This reason 

seems to be a universal complaint, almost a conditioned 

response. The teacher's ability to arouse iritrest seems 

an outstanding factor here. Perhaps the teacher himself 

does not have the enthusiasm for the subject necessary to 

create real motivation. Some pupils who are interested 
in and understand mathematics like the subject even if 
they are unsuccessful with it. If pupils do riot under- 

stand mathematics and are not interested in it, they soon 

develop arm intense dislike for the subject. 
Third, teachers make the study unnecessarily diff- 

icult, so auch so th, t some people believe that a special 
ability is reeded to study the basic essentials of high 

school mathematics. This is given by some administrators 

as the reason for many failures. Perhaps the present way 

of presentin; hi;h school geometry, trigonometry, and 
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advanced algebra does tiake it difficult for the average 

pupIl. Jecondary riìathematics can be presented in a 

sinaple understan'abie way without going into the involved 
theory. 

ïhe ?roblei of Lax Certification hec4uireiierits 

The problem of lax certification standards most certainly 
affect5 teacher training. ..I. Layton (21, p.21-23) made 

a study of the requirements for certification of math- 

eraatics teachers of grades one through twelve in the 
forty-eight states and the District of Columbia. The 

rules and regulations on certification issued by each 

state department of education were carefully analyzed. 
i summary of the report follows: 

tates requiring no content courses in 
mathematics for initial secondary 

certification.. . ............. .. . . ..... .alrnost 30% 

kange of required semester hours of 

ziiathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s s i s . O to 24 

ieanhoursrequired.................... 10 

States specifying particular courses... 5 

nigebra. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 

Geometry.. . . . . . . . . .. . .2 

Trigonometry... ..... 

mathematics of Flnance..1 
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College Álgebra....... .3 

Freshman i.athenatics. .1 

College Geometry.......2 

.nalytic . .2 

Calculus. , , . e s .2 

States requir1nc related fields of study.......1 

States requiring methods coures...,...........2 

The tota]. nuber of hours prescribed in athematics 

for teachers of the subject is somewhat lower thn that 

in English content for rilish teachers. All states 

require professional trdning, but the only coure pre- 

scribed by 50% or more Is practice teaching. The hours 

of professional education work required is recrly twice 

the Lhathemtics requirements. ¡ majority of the states 
require a nhirA1mu1 of four years of college for a second- 

ary certificate. Very few statcs recuire a iinimum aver- 

age grade, recommendation from a colle:e, or a certificate 

from a physician. 

iuch is to be desired in the certification require- 
ruents in the various states. ith the minimum require- 

monts so low, it is not difficult to vision a field over- 

crowded with mediocre mathematics teachers, The colleges 

therefore have an obligtion to develop philosophies of 

training and prescribe courses for future mathematics 

teachers. 
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CHAPTE1 III 

ThE STUDY 

The information Lathered for this study was ob- 

tamed by questioning colleges of Education and high 

school rnatheiaatics teachers. One hundred ten questionn- 

aires were sent to coliege$ and universitiec throughout 

the United States and two hundred were sent to teachers 

in Oregon. ,. stamped self addressed envelope was en.- 

closed with each inquiry to faci1itìte casier return. 

¡fter eight weeks from the ai1ing date, the final tab- 

ulations were made. The task of reading and organizing 

these answers as well as the additional encouraging 

statements by many has been interesting and stimulating. 

Part I 

The Teacherst Report 

The total number of usable returns from hih school 

nìathematic teachers was eighty-nine, or forty-four and 

one half percent . Eive returned the cuestionxiair un- 

answered because they were no loiiger teaching arid two 

were returned by the schools since the teacher had ìoved, 

leaving no forwarding address. 

To show this as a normal sapiin of the secondary 
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mathematics teachers in Oregon, the answers have been 

classified as to the size of school, years of teaching 

experience, and the number of mathematics courses taught. 

The number of schools and teachers frosi these schools 

included in this study based on the size of the school are 

indicated in Table III. 

Table III 

Teachers' 1eplies Classified as to size of 0chool 

Size of school Number o1 schools k umber of teachers 

0-50 9 9 

51-100 12 12 

101 - 250 l 19 

251 - 500 14 16 

501 - 1000 14 

over 1001 9 14. 

Did not indictte i 

Total 76 

The replies are well distributed among all sizes 

of schools. The repre;entation of the smaller schools is 

valuable because of the particular problems facing the 

mathematics teacher in such schools, The high percent- 

age of answers froni teachers in the largr schools is 



helpful since it is usually these teachers who teach 

straight matheniatics courses. The seventy-six hL;h 

schools included represent one third of the 227 secondary 

schools listed in the 1949-50 Oregon gchooJ. Directory. 

Table IV classifies the teachers' replies accord- 

ing to years of experience in teaching mathematics. 

Table IV 

ïeplies Classified as to Teacher Experience 

Years of ath. ber of iercent of 
Teaching Experience Teachers Teachers 

o - 5 31 34. 
6 -10 15 16.9 

11 - 15 14 15.7 

16 - 20 13 14.6 

21 and over 13 14.6 

Did not say 3 3.4 

Total 100.0 

The above table shows that teschers with five years 

and ies teaching experience in mathematics form a large 

part of the responses. There are possibly two reasons for 
this. First, until recently the high schools have been 

short of teachers and uany new teachers are in the 
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various school systems. econdiy, these new teachers 

are interested stnce they have recently graduated from 

collee and the inadequacies of their preparation are 

evident to them. 'hat the new teachers lack in exper- 

lence is iade up for by their coseness to the present 

college teacher preparation prograis and their ability 

to give a complete picture of their own training in 

mz.thcatics. 

The replies are classified as to the number of 

mathematics courses taught by the teachers, in Table . 

Table V 

Teachers' Replies Classified as to the humber 
of athenatics Courses Tau;,ht 

Number of Teachers Percent of Liathemat ics 
Teachers Courses Teaching 
Teaching 

0 2 2.2 

i 
¿ 9.0 

2 2E 31.5 

3 15 16.9 

4 l 20.2 

5 9 10.1 

6 2 2.2 

No answer 
5 5,6 

httending School 2 2.2 
Total 

9 100.0 
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This table shows that over eighty-five percent of 

the replying teachers teach two or more mathematics 

courses and only seven teach no matheLatics or did not 

indicate the courses0 The t;o instructors doing graduate 

work gave very coLnplete and usable answers to all questions 

suggesting an interest of other students in the probleiii. 

The percent of high school pupils enrolled in 

mathematics in Oregon as determined by this survey, is 
47.EOtl.79. The range was from six to eighty-three per- 

cent. Assuaing this to be a random sampling, it can be 

stated with confidence, (ninety-five chances in one 

hundred) that the true percentage of high school pupils 
enrolled in ììathematics is between 1.96 standard errors on 

either side of the mean or within the interval 44.29 to 
51.31 percent. If no chances are taken, the interval is 

from 42.L.3 to 53.17 percent. All standard errors presented 

in this paper may be interpreted in a like manner. The 

author draws attention to the fact that if the percent 

actually enrolled in high school mathematics is the 

maximum as shown by this saiiple, it is an extremely low 

figure. However, compared to the national picture presented 

in Chapter II, the percentage follows the general trend 

throughout the United States. 

To further interpret this particular condition, 
the percents enrolled in secondary mathematics are 



calculated for the varyin sizes of schools and are shown 

in Table VI. 

Table VI 

Percent of High School Pupils Enrolled in Matheivatics 
Classified as to the Size of the School 

Size of School ercent in stheiatics 

O - 5C 59.16 5.03 

51 - 100 49.56 4.00 

250 49.41 4.80 

251 - 500 47.22 5.80 

501 -1000 44.79 3.75 

1001 and over 39.51 3.16 

The above table confirms the fact that the smaller 

schools do not have the variety of courses to offer and 

therefore the pupils have no other choice but to take math- 

omatics. In the larger schools ;hich may offer every type 

of mathematics, the percent enrolled falls below the mean 

of all schools. The standard errors are included in the 

table if the reader wishes to interpret the percents as 

represting the actual condition of high school mathematics 

in Oregon. 

The mathematics courses offered in the secondary 
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schools of Oregon are preonted in Table VII. 

Table VII 

1atheriatics Courses Offered in Oregon High Schools 

ercent Offered Or Another 
Course Offered 

offering 
if ecuired iath Course 

desired ïequired 

General £cth 68 88.3t3. 39 18 

Algebra I 74 96l2.2 1 17 

Álgebra II 56 ?2.75.1 1 7 

Plane Geometry 68 83.3t3.8 7 

Solid Geometry 21 27.35.l 1 6 

Trigonometry 43 55.8t5.7 1 7 

Senior iath 17 22.1t4.7 

Senior Prac. 
iath 5 6.5 

Arithmetic 6 7. i 

Consumer Lath 1 1.3 

Eusinesz, Lath 1 1.3 1 

Shop Math 1 1.3 

Senior ieview 2 2.6 1 

* If enough pupils desire such a course. 



Table VII show3 tht of the schools represented 

in this survey, severity-four offered beginning algebra. 

Plane geoìietry ¿md general irathcrntics are the second most 

frequently offered courses. Second yenr alebr, trig- 

onorïiotry, so1ii geonetry, and seiior matheintics follow 

in that order. Why first year algebra and plane geometry 

rank over &id even respectively with general mathematics 

is possibly explained by the fact that many of the 1igh 

school1 especially the suailer ones, are offering only 

college preparatory courses. Also many of the schools 

questioned were senior high 8chools and perhap3 did not 

offer general lilathomatics. The stndard errors are pro- 

sented for those who wish to interpret the percents as 

representative of ali Oreon high schools. The fact 

that the algebra, geometry, trigonometry combination is 

still the outstandin roup taught in the high schools is 

brought out by the table. 

The table also shows that thirty-nine of the 

schools questioned required general mathematics, and one 

required first year algebra. It is interesting to note 

the high percentage of schools requiring general mathem- 

atics for graduation, yet several high school teachers and 

college professors questioned if this course is what the 

pupils really want and need. 
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Only twö schools in this survey require more math 

ematics than the minimum set by the state Depi.rt.ment of 

Education. Both of these Ch0i require two years of 

mathecatics. 

It would be interesting to pursue further the 

study o.f the condition o1 secondary mathematics in Oregon 

but that is not the purpose of this study. The above mat- 

erial is sufficient to show some cf the problems facing 

the new high school mathematics teacher. 

The educational background of teachers of high 

school mthcatics in Oregon is an Important aspect of 

this study. i'll of the teachers who answered the quest- 

ionnaire hold Bachelor's Degrees, twenty-two hold Liaster's 

Degrees, and seven have completed their fifth year work. 

Fifty-three or about sixty percent of the teachers 

were educated In Oregon, sixteen of these .gradtuting from 

Oregon State College. Thlrty,or one-third,received their 

education out of the state. This possibly confirms a 

trend already pronounced, that is, the huge influx of 

teachers into Oregon because of the teacher shortage and 

Oregon's higher salary scale. This also uay explain In 

part why the shortage of high school teachers soon turned 

into an over-supply with the resulting attempt to fune1 

many secondary teachers Into the eleientary field. Four 
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teachor did part of their work in Oregon and two did not 

answer this part of the questionnaire. 

To present the findings relevant to the major and 

minor preparation of the mathematics instructors in this 

survey, the replies are organized in Table VIII. 
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Table VIII 

iajor and ¡inor Subject íreparation 
of Oregon iathematics Teachers 

Subject field Iiajor 
- reparation Percent 

Minor 
preparation 

Mathematics 12 47.2 32 36.0 
Physical Science 10 11.2 43 48.3 

Biological S cience 9 10.1 19 21.4 

English 8 9.0 13 14.6 

Engineering 7 7.9 

Language 5 5.6 6 6.7 

Physical Education 5 5.6 7 7.9 

Business Education 4 4.5 6 6.7 

3ocial Science 4 4.5 25 28.1 

Education 3 3.4 

Agriculture 2 2.2 

Industrial rts 1 1.1 2 2.2 

Music 1 1.]. 5 

forne Econoniics 1 1.1 1 1.1 

Philosophy 1 1.1 
Psychology 1 1.1 

Drawing 1 1.1 
General Science 1 1.1 

Elementary 1 1.1 

Library Science 1 1.1 
None 5 5.6 8 9.0 

Nwnber tesponding-- 89 
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The outstanding fact gleaned from Table VIII is 
that 16.53.96 percent of the teachers questioned had 

neither a major or inor preparation in athemtics in 

college. If it is assumed that this is a normal sample, 

the actual percent aay be said, with coxifiderice at the 

five percent level, to fall within the interv1 9.09 to 
24.61 percent. In interpreting this fact, the author 

suggests that mathematics can be tauht dirGctly 'roii the 

the te:t with little advanced knowlede of the subject. 

However in order to challen:o the brihter students and 

properly prepare the pupils going to college, the teacher 

must have a larger perspective of mathematics which comes 

from rauch personal contact with the higher branches of 

the subject. Also to intercst the other large group of 
students who are recuired to take ..athematics, the teacher 
must know about the applications of mathematics. This 

coez frori many courses in the applied mathematIcs. 

iess than one-half of the teachers uest:toried had 

major prep ration In mathematics. Fifty-three of the 

teachers have either a major or minor in physical science. 

Twenty-nine have preparation ii social science, twenty- 

eight in biological science, and t:enty_one in English. 
The other fields mentioned are scattered and show no 

definite pattern. 



Five t.eachers did not complete a riajor teaching 

field in college. The number of minors ranged from none 

to five. 
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The high school course8 which mathematics teachers 

are called upon to teach are useful in discussing teacher 

preparation. These are rresented in Table IX. 



Table IX 

Courses Taught by Teachers. (uestioned 

Course Number Teach1n Percent Teaching 

)_ General ìatheizat1cs 35 39.4 
2 Algebr& I 57 64.1 

3 t1gebra II 41 46.1 

4 Plane Geoiotry 4.7 52. 

5 Sólid Geometry 14 i.7 
6 Trigonometry 27 30.4 

7 Senior i4athematics 5 5.6 

a senior Practical ith 4. 4.5 

9 ArIthmetic 3 3.4 

10 Senior Feview 
t- 

1 1.1 

i General Science 9.0 

2 Physics 14 15.7 

3 Chemistry 10 11.2 

4. BIology 5 5.6 

5 Physical Education 5 5.6 

6 Social Science 6 6.7 

7 Commercial 5 5.6 

English 4 4.5 

9 Industrial rts 2 2.2 

10 )rawing 2 2.2 

U Crafts 1 1.1 

12 Language 1 1.1 

13 Home Economics 1 1.1 

14 Agriculture 2 2.2 

15 Administration 2 2.2 

16 Going to School 2 2.2 

17 Ìo Answer 2 2.2 
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The science - iatheziatics combination is common with 

forty-one percerit of the teachers te.ching some area of 

science. There are various unusual combinations such as 

mathematics and home economics agriculture, or language. 

This is probb1y explained by the fl'ali school arid is an 

argument usec by many to urge a enera1 college curriculum 

for teacher preparation in preference to the specialized 
subject field. Only ten teachers taut either senior 
iiathematics or senior practical mathematics. 

The number of additional courses taught by math- 

ematics teachers is presented in Table X. 

Table X 

Number of Additional Courses Thught by !athematics Teachers 

Courses 1uìiber Teaching Percent Teaching 

traight Mathematics 41 46.1 
Mathematics plus one 

21.3 course 

Iathenatics plus two 
17 19.1 courses 

Matheuatics plUS three 
courses 

No Mathematics 2 2.2 

No Answer 5 5.6 

Attending School 2 2.2 

Total 9 190.0 
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The table shows that less than half of the teachers 

participating in the study were teaching straight natheat- 

ics. One fifth were teaching one or two subject areas in 

addition to athernatics. The importance of good minor 

preparation Is suggested by these results. 

An Important oart of any teacher's preparation is 

his knowledge of subject aatter. The nuiìber of term hours 

of natheiatics taken by the teachers used in this survey 

is preaented In Table XI. 

Table XI 

Term Hours of iathernatics Completed by 
High School Mathematics Teachers 

Number of Number of Percent of 
Teri Hours Teachers Teachers 

o i 1.1 

l-10 2 22 
11 - 20 13 14.6 
21 - 30 16 1.Q 
31 - 1F0 20 22.4 
41 - 50 12 13.5 

51-60 
Over 60 7 7. 
No Answer,_ 12 13.5 
Total 9 100.0 

Averare Term Hours -- 35.03±2.25 
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The range of ter; hours of college nathematics 

completed by high school teachers is forn none to ninety, 

with a mean of 35.03±2.25. To further interpret this mean 

as the a vorge nuxLiber of term hours taken by all teachers 

of mathenatics in Oregon, the standard error Is calculated. 

Only five teacherz recorded 1e35 thcn the fifteen term 

hours recuirod by the Oregon State Department of Education. 

The specific courses completed by teachei's and 

their opinions as to the value of these courses in later 

teaching are presented in Table XII. 



Table XII 

athomtic Courses Coxpieted by Teachers andthe Value of Those Courses in Te&chiry 

voure 
Lunher 
Con1cted 

rcent 
iuiber Feltx 

Course Valuable 
ercent 

Tr1gonoiietry 74. 6.i 37 61.7 

ÀnalyticGeotiietry '/2 ¿E3.7 27 45.0 

Calculus 66 76 1 30.0 

College 1gebr 65 75.6 37 61.7 

D1fferenti]. £quations 28 32.6 0 

Introduction to Calculus 22 25.6 10 16.6 

Theory of Equations 1 20.9 3 5.0 

Co1Ie ieoetry 1 20.9 3 5.0 

Jtatistics 17 19.1k 3 5.0 

jdvanced ìdebr 16 1.6 7 11.7 

history of £.thei.tcs 14 16.3 5 

Unified iatheinatics 12 14.0 6 10.0 

Frojective Geouetry 10 11.6 1 1.7 

$olid eoetry 9.3 1 1.7 

Jpherica1 Triorio:etry 9.3 / G.? 

.ochanics 6 /. i 1.7 

iusirïess atheat1cs 6 7.0 0 

1)escrij)Live Geoiaetry 5 5. O 

i.dvnced Ta1ytic Geoetry 4 4.7 1 1.? 

idvenced C1cu1us 5 5.E Q 

Non-Euclidean ìeometry 2 2.3 0 

Advanced )iffereritia1 Equations i 1.2 0 

Foundations of themtics 2 2.3 0 

rith;ietic i 1.2 0 

Slide u1e i 1.2 1 1.7 

astronomy 3 3.5 0 

R.O.T.C. ÌÍatheLf1at1cs i 1,2 0 

Draw1n i 1.2 0 

Enineering Courses 9 10.5 1 1.7 

Other idvariced Mathematics 11 12. O 

.tiethods 2 32.6 11 

None i 1.2 

ìone Valuable i 

Io inswer 2 2 

* Number ftesporiding -- 
X iur.ber tesponding -- 60 

o 
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The first five courses, trigonoetry, analytic 

geometry, calculus, col1ee algebra and differential 

equations are what would be expected. College algebra in 

this case means ari advanced elexaentary algebra, not to be 

confused with higher igebra. College geometry and theory 

of equations rank seventh, followed closely by elementary 
statistics, advanced algebra, and history of mathematics. 

All of the other courses were taken by less than fifteen 

percent of the teachers with the exception of methods in 

teaching mathematics. The writer suggests that many more 

undoubtedly have taken methods courses but did not 

consider thera subject matter preparation. 

The important part of the above table is the value 

attached to the various courses by the teachers. Over sixty 

percent of those answering felt that trigonometry and 

college algebra were of great value to them in their 
teaching. This suggests a strong argument for the inclusion 
of college algebra in the training progrx;i of teachers, 

regardless of the high school algebra completed. Forty- 

five percent felt analytic geometry very valuable and 

forty-six percent indicated calculus as important. 1ethods, 

higher algebra, unified mathematics, and spherical trig- 
onometry follow in order. The remainder of the courses 

were of value to five percent of the teachers or less. 
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One outstandiri. fact is noticeable in the table. 

A,1thouh nearly one-third of the teachers have taken diff- 

erential equations, not a single one indicated that it 

was of any value to them ir later teaching. Two incon-. 

sistencies concerning calculus and college geonietry will 

be noted later. A final interesting point is that one 

teacher stated nono of his college uathernatics was ini-. 

portant in high school teaching, yet he had completed 

most of the less advanced offerings in college. 

The number of temi hours of athextics reconiiended 

by the teachers ranges from six to sixty-five, the moan 

being 3l.l. This is approximately three hours less than 

the mean number of term hours of mathemiatical preparation 

by the teachers ouestioned. This perhaps indicates that 

they are not relying completely upon their own preparation 

in suggesting a program. The specific courses suggested 

are presented in Table 111. 



Table XIII 
athet1cs Courc s u.ecoinrnended by ;regon Teechers 

Course iiuxber' Re cozwiertdqc1 £.ecoLending v;rae Term Hours 

Trigonometry 60 l.l 4.6 

Calculus 60 l.l 6.7 
College Algebra 47 63.6 
:.nlytic Ceonetry 39 52.7 4.3 

College Geoietry 24 32.4. 4.1 

Fistory of athemat1cs 16 21.6 3.3 

Theory of quatioris 15 20.3 4.1 

Unified athetics 9 12.3 9.5 

iiuslness iatheitics 9 12.3 4,4 

o11d3eonietry 9 12.3 
tatit1cs io.g 5.6 

3pherical Trionoetry 7 9.5 3.4 

Descriptive Geometry 6 L1 3.6 

k\rithiEtic 6 3.1 5.7 
i)ifferentùd Equations 4 5,4 4.7 
High School i.iathctics Review 4 5.4 
idvanced ¿lgehra 3 4.1 
Foundtioris of Iiatheriiatics 3 4.1 4.5 
¡dvancod Analytic Geometry 2 2.7 3.0 

4echanics 2 2.7 9.0 

Projective Geometry 2 2.7 3.0 
Theory of i'wzìhe rs 1 1.4 

ì'.on-Luclidean Geoiïetry i 1.4 
Shop iYatheLnatics i 1.) 9.0 
Forestry ìatheuatics 1 1.4 9.0 
Drawing 

3 4.1 6.0 
Engirieeriìg Prob1es 

. 2 
. 2.7 

. 

Visut1 aids in kathetics 2 2.7 4.0 
App11C1tiOflS Of 'athenatics 9 12.3 10.6 
ethods 

27 36,5 4.7 
Astrorioy 

2 2.7 
¡v1ation 

2 2.7 
Physics 

3 4.1 
Chemistry 

i 1.4 9.0 
Hi:1her ÀAatheu1&tic 2 2,7 

Thorough Background 
3 4.6 

Three p1u years 
5 6. 

Emphasize AOthod3 2 2.7 
o Answer 15 * Number Responding -- 74 
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Trigonometry and e1cu1us head the list and college 

algebra 13 the second cst frequently recoinnended, followed 

In order by analytic geometry, methods, colle,e geoziietry, 

history of uatheínatics1 nd theory of eQuations. Unified 

rnathotics (considered a an introduction to college 

mathematics), busiress mathematics, solid geometry, eiern- 

entary statistics, and spherical trigonometry follow in 

that order. Nine people sugested Ttapplications of math- 

ernatics" as a title of a course. Other courses were 

susted by less than five flercent ol' the teachers 

replying and show no pattern. The author points out these 

significant facts about the teachers' recommendations: 

1. In general the teachers feel that the prepar- 

ation of future teachers of iíathernatics should be 

concerned with the ioro eleuientary phases; work 
beyond calculus is seldom sugested. The aver- 

age terni hours of calculus is 9.6. 
2. Two inconsistencies are noticed in comparing the 

recomendatiens with the results in Table XII. 

Only five percent of the teachers felt that 
college geometry ws valuable in teaching, yet 

nearly one-third sug:ested it, and although 

less than half of' the teachers believcd calculus 

valuable, l.l percent recommended the course. 
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3. Business matheitics is a somewhat poïular 
recommendation and, although offered by many 

schools, lt is not required of many prospective 

teachers. 

4. As many as eiiçhteen term hours of"applications 
of mathematics" are suggested, the average 

being 10.6. Applications ir engineering, soc- 

ja]. science, art, music, business, econo4es, 
mapping, astronomy, calculating devices, and 

drawing were specifically mentioned. 

5. any lay emphasis on methods of teaching and 

perhaps others would have included such ¿ 

course but did not consider lt subject matter 

preparation. The tez hours of such a course 

ranged as high as ten, the mean being 4.7. 

The findings pertaining to the suggested minor 

teaching fields are presented in Table XIV. 
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q 

ìinor Teaching Field Lecommendations by Oregon Teachers 

Iuxnber Percent 
3ubject Field itecommending Recommending 

donerai 3cience 44 5.7 
Physical 3cience 2S 37.4 

ocil $cience 11 14.7 

Business 11 14.7 

English 9 12.0 

Physicd :ducation 4 5.3 

Industrial 4rts 4 5.3 

Engineering 3 

Home Economics 1 1.3 

Agriculture 1 1.3 

Astronomy 1 1.3 

All Possible 2 2.7 

Determined by Interest 1 1.3 

No nswer 14 

Number Responding 75 

As is expected, enerul science and physical 

science are, by far, the most popular minor fields. toc- 

ial science, gnlish, and business eduedtion rank high. 
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Other suggestions made by the teachers were too scttered 

to 3how any definite pattern. 

In answer to the question, "Do you think that the 

colleges are properly preparing prospective teachers?" 

thlrty.-six percent of the teachers answered in the 

affirmative, and forty percent in the negativo. Cne teacher 

thought the prep&ratlon was fair, and tienty did not answer 

the question. As an interesting side light, ten of the 

sixteen Oregon Dtate College graduates believed that the 

preparation was adequate, five believed that it was not, 
and one considered the program fair. The irnportnt fact 
is that over haLf of the teachers responding felt that the 
college training.progrrn in mathematics was not what it 

should be. This is a serious indictment against present 

teacher training progre.is in iathematics. It is important 

that teacher training institutions keep in mind the type 

of progr needed by the teachers in the field. 

iany teachers were cuite definite in their criticisms 

of the present training program. The iverse objections 
and suggestions are organized in Table XV. 
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Table XV 

Criticisms of Present College Mathematics 
for Teacher Preparation 

îuiiber Percent 
Criticism Stating 3tted 

Too many Pure and Advanced Courses 17 30.9 

Eetter iethods Courses Needed 13 23.6 

More Emphasis on iethods 14 25.4 

More Application Courses 1.5 

Learn Basic Concepts 7 12.7 

i.4ore Practical Courses 6 10.9 

Too Little Time 4 7.3 

eede ore athernctics 4 7.3 

iore Historical Background 3 5.5 

Too iany .crofessional Courses 2 3.6 

Lore Practice Teaching 2 3.6 

ore Practical Education Courses 2 3.6 

Professors, No High School Experience i 

Better Selection and Guidance i 

lore College Geometry i 

No Answer 34 

*Nuniber Responding - 55 
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The outstanding sinie criticism, which was also 
Inferred by the recommended curriculu: for prospective 
teachers, is that future teachers are given too imany pure 
and advanced ruathemtics courses. In addition to the 
above statement, eight felt that more applics.tiori courses 
are needed, seven wanted emphasis put on basic concepts 
of mathematics, not techniques of solving complicated 
problenis, and six wished to see more practical rathematics 
courses instituted. 

Twenty-seven of the teachers were concerned with 

methods of teaching matìewatics. Fourteen fe].t the need 

for nore emphasis on methods, and thìrteen wanted better 
technicue courses. The way in which the teacher presents 
mathematics is a most Importent factor for pupil under- 
standing and interest. Several suggested a separate 
methods course for each high school mathematics subject. 
The other criticlsúis are too scattered to show any 

patt em. 

t final question about the trends in high school 
mathematics as seen by the teacher was included in nn 

attempt to discover in what new directions the prospective 
teachers must be trained. There are many ideas prented. 
In an effort to ake the material as objective as possible, 

Table xvi is presented. 



Table XVI 

Trends in Righ School athemtics 

rrnd Nuinber* Percent 
Stating Statig 

Practical iath. for Average Pupil 29 42.1 
Lower Standards - Little ThiI!kin Required 24. 34.b 
Less equired 13 1.9 
gore General Lathexiatics 13 
Iore Allowance for Individual 01ff. 11 15.9 
z:ore Functional 9 13.0 
Poor Elernentry Background 11.6 
Emphasis on iiemory work 

4. 5.8 
Less Drill (more needed) 3 4.3 
Visual bids 3 4,3 
Correlation other 3ubjects 2 2.9 
Still Geared for College Freparation 4 5.8 
Lore Mathematics Taught 2 2.9 
FAore Thorou:h Presentation 2 2.9 
Neglect of story Frobles 2 2.9 
Democratic Procedures 2 2.9 
Drop in Registration 2 2.9 
More Pupil Guidance 1 1.4 
Unit ethod of TeachIng 1 1.4. 
More Interest by administrators 1 1.4 
General Math. iot Uhat Pupils ant 3 4.3 Little or No Change 6 

No Answer 20 

* Number iiesponding -- 69 

A trend quite noticeable and confirned i.y this sur- 
vey is the Inclusion of aore practical, functional, and 
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general rïathe.tics for the averae upi1. Over one 

third of the teachers were greít1y concerned with the 

lowering of rocîulrements nd standards of secondary th- 
ematics. As shown above thirty-four percent of those 

answering - felt the standard tco low, and about nineteen 

percent thouht uch ior mathernatic:. is needed. such 

statements as "spoon feeding the pupils", "not teaching 

inatheiriatics, just keeping the kids ofÍ the streets", 
"sugar coating ruathezuatics", we are too soft ", and 

Oiit basic fundmentds" , were evident This can be 

dismissed as a complaint of the "old school", yet these 

statements coiie trout both experienced and new t.echers. 
The allowance for individual differences is znen 

tioned by many. right teachers were concerned with the 

poor preparation in mathernetics in the e1eientary school. 

Six see little or no change in hih school mathematics. 
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Part II 

The College and University ieport 

The total number of usaLle replies received froEl 

colleges and. universities was sixty-two or fifty-six 

percent. Two schools returned unanswered questìonnaires 

because they did not train nathematics teachers, arid two 

other institutions replied that they were forwarding the 

iw.uiries to other places. There is at least one answer 

from schools in thirty-six states and the District of 

Colubia. The number of returns f roi co1lees organized 

by states into geographical areas is presented in Table 

P T T 'r lV Li. 



Table :vii 

Return £ro Colleges 

R R R R 

SOUTH s 
It)UET i'ORTi1 

s 
FAR WEST 

EL_________ EL_________ EL_________ EL 
NI NI LI NI 

State 
rp F 

( Q 
Jtate 

n, 

Stete 
r 

3tte 
T' 

,) .) 

Alabama 3 2 Colorado i O Connecticut i 1 Arizor i i 

Arkansas i i Iowa 2 0 iJelare 1 0 CalifornIa E 3 

01st. of Kansas 2 1 Illinois 2 2 Idaho 1 1 

Colu.bia i i 

ILinnesota i i Indiana 3 1 Lontana i O 

Florida 3 0 
issouri i i Raine i O Nevada 1 1 

Georgia 2 1 
ìebraka i 1 Maryiand i i Oregon i i 

Kentucky i 1 
Le exico i i Massec'nusett.s 3 1 Utah i O 

Louisiana 5 3 
ì. Dakota 2 1 Ì$ichigan 3 0 ìashington 3 1 

issi5sippi 3 2 

s. Dakota 1 1 New Hampshire i 1 

!. Carolina 1 1 
yo]ìing i i New Jersey i i 

0k1ahoa 2 1 
New York 9 5 

3. Carolina 2 0 
Ohio 10 

Tenessee i i 

Pennsylvania 5 3 
Texas 4 3 

Rhode Island i O 

Virginia 3 3 
Vermont 1 0 

' 

West 
Virginia 2 2 

Wisconsin 1 0 

Total 32 20 13 3 46 26 19 

Percent 62.5% 61.5 56.5 42.1% 

Fercet of tot1 32,3 12.9 41.9 12.9 

(J 
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he excellent. returi tro& the aouth poe3lbiy ind1c 

ateas í detre to irove their oducatioxid in teacher 

trairiing progrs. The 1st qw1iy hi:h percert froi 
the A4.dwe;t, but fros 1eir choc1s, perhaps shows 

desire for t:proveent &lso. The w02t 15 the only 

rii t1ow the fifty prcet rk in a wcr1rg the 

quetionn ires The c1oeness it2 or4,phicii d iatnnee 

perup6 hì soue effect. 

The kat ri of the ahov table ive the percent- 

age of col1oge ¿nd un1versiti used in this study trci 

etch georaph1cl area. The apparent ove -repreentt1on 

of the east and aouth Is explu1ne1 by the fact thet the 

with it great population, the south, with its 

dwl education prograit, conttn iany ore schools than 

eIther the wìst or uidwest. 

The college a ¿.nì univei ait io questioned trained 

741 zatinnatica teichero in l94-49 d indicate1 'that 

905 ar trained i 1949-50. te re are 1646 new nath- 

e*tic techer going Hito the field fr'o te achools 
U!ed tri this ìui'vey alone. It is not known what percent 

of thOaC teachers still aecure obi. review of the 

invatigétion of teeher u'ply and deand in I94, 

indicated that there w&s an apparent surplus of both math- 

ect1cs and science teochers in all areas except the 

central and south centro]. os3ociation (27, p.5). There 
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is little to id.icate that the situation has improved. 

Only the best prepared will secure positions. The 

following tables will describe the £iathematical pre- 

parations of the graduates from the schools in this 

survey. 

The college mathematics required by the thirty-six 

State Departments of Education ranged froill none, in 

I'..assechusetts where it Is deterruined by the comì.inity, to 

forty_eitht term hours in Illixiois and New York City. 

The riean miniiauni requirement Is 2L.3 term hours of college 

mathematics. This indicates that Oregon, which requires 

fifteen tri hours, ranks far down the list as to the 

hours recuired for certification. The fact is, that of 

the states answering, only two fell below Oregon's 

recuireent. These are assechusetts and Nevada which 

require none. 

The tern hours of matheiiatics required by the 

colleges are presented in Table XVIII. 
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Table XVIII 

Term Hours of Lathematics iequired of 
athematics Teachers by Collees 

Term Hours Nuiber of Percent of 
Colleges equir1ng Collegec Requiring 

o o 

1-lo o 

11-20 2 3.2 

21-30 15 24.2 

31-40 23 37.1 

41-50 16 25. 

516O 3 

No Answer i 

Graduate Schools 

ean -- 36.96il.1 

2 

The number of term hours ranged from eighteen to 

fifty-eight and one-half. The meaii was calculated as 

36.96±i.1 which to the iecret tenth is thirty-seven term 

hours. Assuming this is a random sample, the true mean of 

ail colleges and univercities can confidently be said to 

fall within the interval of 34.69 to 39.31 term hours. 

According to this survey, the averae college requirement 
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is about twelve more hours than is required by the respect- 

ive State Departments of Education. Thirty-nine colleges 

and universities require more mathematics than the mm- 

imun sot by their State Department of Education. 

Twenty schools recommend more athernatics than they 

actually require. The term hours recommended range from 

twenty-nine to sixty-five, with the mean being 4.7. 

The specific courses required and the courses 

recommended are presented ïn Table XIX. 



Table XIX 

Collere ltequirc-d znd ecoLended ztherzti cs for High School 1atherÀat1c s Teachers 

Percent iïvergo Percent average 
- Uourbe xequired . eire1 Ter1'i Hours LtecomnendedX 

' 

ecoit ei dd eriL I ours 
Aequ1red " oconiriended 

i Trigonometry 54. 4.6 4 6.6 5.3 

2 Analytic Geotiotry 53 6.9 5.1 3 3.3 5.3 

3 01ff. C1cu1u 4 73.7 5.1 5 .2 5.3 

4. mt. C.1cu1us 44 72.2 5.6 6 9.E 6.4 

5 hiher hlgebra 20 32. 4. 15 24.6 5.3 

6 College Geometry 19 31.2 4.7 L 29.5 4.2 

7 Intro. to C1cuius 19 31.2 5.2 5 Z.2 4.5 

Collego 1ebr& 17 27.9 5.5 2 3.3 4.9 

9 Th:ory of iquat. 1]. ]..O 4.3 13 21.3 

lo Diff qustioris 11 1.O 4.3 1;i.J ¿.6 

li history of ith. 9 14.7 4,3 15 24.6 4.1 

12 Teaching of 7 6.6 3. 

13 Jpherica]. Tris 3 4.9 ¿.O 6 9.3 4.2 

19 Llem. tt13t1cs 2 3.3 ¿.5 19 31.2 

15 .th. of Finance 2 .3 ¿.5 12 19.7 4.6 

16 'iheory of Numbers 2 3.3 6.0 6 9. 4.1 

17 Foundations of 
Eiern. Iiath. 2 3,3 6. 3 4.9 

ia Fund. of h.b. xth. 2 3.3 9.0 1 1.6 5.0 

19 Adv. Diff :quat 2 3.3 7.5 

20 Projective Geom. i 1.6 4.5 6 9.F 

21 iatIi. for Teachers i 1.6 4.5 2 3.3 4.5 

22 idv. Calculus i 1.6 1 1.6 3.0 

23 on Luclidean Geom. i 1.6 ¿4.5 2 3.3 3.0 

24 for 1echers 1 1.6 1 1.6 3.0 

25 Goo. br ieachcrs i 1.6 i 1.6 3.0 

26 Teaching rith. i ' . 1.6 4.5 1 1.6 

27 Educ. tatiìtics 1 1.6 4.5 

2 Vector na1ysis 2 3.3 4.5 

29 Jolid Geometry i 1.6 

30 Accounting i 1.6 10 

14one 3 4.9 

:o nuswer 2 33 23 37.7 

*Nunber tespondirig -- 61 

xiJuznber Responding -- 61 



The £1rt four courses, trigonootry, analytic 

georzetry, differential cdcuiu, and Integral calculus, 

idicat in the tle re the oties which cn be eected 
tc head the list of recuirements. Two coure, higher 

algebra, reçuired or recoterided by thirty-five schools, 

and college Éeonetry, by twentysev:n, rank surprisingly 

high. iollowing in close order re theory of equations 

and history of aathetics by twenty-four, eleweratary stat- 

istics by twenty-one, college algebra and differential 

equations by nineteen and iathematics of finance by four- 

teen. 

The author calls attention to the fact that the 

above courses, especially college alg . ebra, geometry, theory 

of equations, history of atheaatics, statistics and i.ath- 

eatics of finance are included in any college and urilver- 

sity progra.s. Theso institutions evidently believe that 

these courses give ¡ecossary background for teaching 

secondary mathematics today. 

To ask an instructor to teach geometry with a high 

school background or general atheitics with no college 

preparation in business or ppliei athewtics ïs unreason- 

able. Yet it is done as can be shown from the above table 

where twenty-five colleges neither require or recoarend 

any college geothetry, forty-eLht no business watheiriatics, 



and thirty-eight no history of athematics. Only eight 

schools ientioned any foundation or basic concept courses 

of eleìentary ìatheratics and five sugested special aath- 

ematics for teacher courses such as Algebra for Teachers. 

Three schools required no specific riathenatics, simply 

elective courses and hours in the field. 

The colleges znd universities were asked what 

special mathematical application courses were offered or 

planned in the future for the prospective teacher. The 

replies are summarized in Table XX. 
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Table XX 

Special Courses Offered and Planned 
for iathernatics Teachers 

Percent Percent Course Offered Offering Planned Planning 

Lathexiìatics of 
Finance 23 37.1 1 1.6 

Consurder iathematics 5 .1 3 

hat heinat je 
ApplIcations 3 4.8 2 3.2 

Teaching of 
athernatics 2 3.2 6 9.7 

Fundamentals of High 
choo1 atheaatics i 1.6 3 4.8 

Fundamentals of 
Eleientary .:athematics 7 11.3 

$tatistics i 1.6 

Mathematics for 
Teachers 1 1.6 

Visuai .ids in 
iathematics 2 3.2 

Psycho1oica1 Devel. 
of Mathematics 1 1.6 

Adv. Euclid. 3eoinetry 1 1.6 

Tools for Geometry 1 1.6 

Algebra for Teachers 1 1.6 

Leone 25 40.3 36 58.1 

No Answer 3 4 
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¶orty percent of the schools in this survey have no 

special application courses for mathematics teachers at 

present and fifty-eiht percent have not planned such 

courses for the future. This is rather significant 

result. While professional educators are talking of 

teaching mathematics for living, the co1ieos and univer- 

sities are giving, the rrospectiv teachers preparation in 

the traditional pure Inathernatic3. It is unre. sonable to 

ask a high school teacher to present rnatheatics for liv- 
ing when he himself has had no training in what mathematics 

is needed for every day life. Some schools re recogniz- 

ing the fact as seen In the table) and are offering and 

planrìin: so.ne courses specifically for futere raathemstica 

teachers. 

Twenty-three schools offer, and one is planning to 
offer in the future, mathematics of finance. Consumer 

matheratics is offered or planned by eight schools. Five 

listed mathematical applications as a title of a course. 

3uch a course included . pplications in physicJ, biolog- 
leal, and earth scieices, industry, business, and vocat- 

ions, and art, architecture, and music, 

Eight schools Lentioned teaching of xathezatics. 
This sugests methods and techniques. Te are planning 

courses in fundamentals of eleiientary matheat1cs. This 
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type of' course presents basic concepts from an advanced 

standpoint based in many of the schools on Courant and 

Pobb1ns "hat is 4athematics' (9). Two schools dan to 

offer visual ¿uds in wathem.atics. í scattering of 

colleges indicated other subjects as can be seen from the 

table. 

The recommendations cf colleges for ulnor teaching 

field preparations and their statenents concerning the 

minor followed by their students are presented in Table 

XXI. 



Table XXI 

.iinor Field íecommendations of Colleges arid Universities 

iinor Field aecoinmended Percent .ecor.imended Followed Percent Following 

1 General Science 33 53.2 32 51.7 
2 Physical Science 32 51.7 23 37.]. 

3 Biological 3cience 7 11.3 6 9.7 
4 Physical Education 6 9.7 4 6.5 
5 3ocial Science 5 .l 4 6.5 
6 Industrial Arts 4 6.5 
7 English 2 3.2 2 3.2 
Commercial 2 3.2 2 3.2 

9 Language 1 1.6 1 1.6 
10 Accounting 1 1.6 1 1.6 
11 Music 1 1.6 
12 No inswer 1 1.6 6 9.7 
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The replies, as knight be expected, indicted the 

popularity of the general and physicc3. sciences as minor 

fields of preparation. Several reasons are seen for this 
mathematics - science combination. Traditionally the 

mathematics and sciences have been classed together. The 

relationship between the two is clos as science is built 

on the logical approach used in mathematics. Often school 

administrators want this combination for teachers in their 
schools because of this close relatianshïp. However 

tod&y there is a decreasing enrollment in the physical 
sciences. A committee appointed by the Commissioner of 

Eduction (36, p.102) discovered that only seven percent 

of the total high school population was enrolled in 
physics or chemistry in 1943, whereas a large number was 

enrolled in the bio1o;ica1 sciences. 1J.though this study 

shows the popularity of the physical science - mathematics 

conbination in teacher preparation, the low percentage of 

high school pupils registered in physical science indic- 
ates the possibility that other minor fields of preparat- 
ion may be desirable for the prospectivo teacher. 

An attempt was made in the questionnaire to obtain 
expressions from college personnel concerning their opin- 
ion for inproving the college mathematics curriculum for 
high school teachers of the subject. The answers are 

organized in Table XXII. 
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Table XXII 

College Opinion on Improvements 

umber Percent* Step or £oint of Issue 
Stating Stating 

i iore Application Courses 12 35.3 
2 Less idv., Different .ather&tics 11 32.4. 

3 Study of High School Curricula by 
Colleges 

23.5 

4 Survey High School Teachers 
4. ll. 

5 ore Observation and Practice 
4. 11. 

6 llore Careful Selection of Teachers 2 5.9 

7 ore Emphasis on General Education 2 5.9 

¡oro Eiuphasis on Basic Uoncepts 2 5.9 

9 ¡dequate Progrrni Now i 3.0 

10 Change High School Curriculum 1 3.0 

11 iore History of íathematics 1 3.0 
12 Experiences (grade papers etc.) 1 3.0 

13 Five Year Prograi 1 3.0 

14 Re-ev1uate College Courses 1 3.0 

15 Redefine Needs of People 1 3.0 

16 Visual ids 
1 3.0 

No Answer 
2E 45.1 

Number esponding 34 
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The author was disappointed to f ird that ner1y 

half of the participants in colleges answering the ouest- 

lonnaire had no opinion concerning this particular quest- 

ion. Whether they actually had no opinion or simply did 

not take time to answer is not known. 

Of the ones answerin;, thirty-five percent wanted 

to see more application courses in mtheaatics put into 

the curriculum. Another third of the group answering 

mentioned a different, less advanced mathematics program 

for prospective hih school teachers. Such statements as 

"not more mathe:a tics but a ;iore functional approach to 

mathematics", "the organization of materials effective in 

high school aatheH1atics teaching rather than involved deiv- 

Ing into super higher mathomatics', and "stress basic 

concept&', typify reactions placed under this heading:. 

Twelve others felt a study of high school curric- 

ula and 3urvey of high school teachers was needed. This 

is the reason which prompted. the writer to include high 

school mathematics teachers in this study. 

One educator felt that the program today was ade- 

quate for the courses which the teachers were called upon 

to teach in the high school but that the secondary school 

mathematics curriculum needs reor:anization. Other 

suggestions were too scattered to show any trend. 



Part III 

Comparison of College Programs and Teacher Iecominendations 

This section will present a coiparison of the 

college mathematics programs in secondary matheiatics 

teacher training arid the teachers' recommendations of what 

they feel constitutes an adequate preparatory program. 

First the Laathematics IDrograms suggested by each will be 

compared. Jecond the minor fields of preparation are con- 

trasted. Lastly the teachers' criticisms will be compared 

with college people's opinion as to the first steps in im- 

proving the pre sent mathem. tics curricu1u for prospective 

teachers. 

The mean number of term hours of mathematics re- 

quired by colleges was 36.96 while the average sugested 

by high school teachers was 3l.l. The difference was 

5.15 terri hours. in an attempt to explain the difference, 

the author suggests these two reasons: L'irst, is the fact 

that iii general the teachers suggested less advanced courses 

than are required by the colleges and universities. This 

fact will be brought out in Table XXIII. second reason 

is that many teachers in answering stated "applications1' 

with no specified number of hours attached. 

The college and university required work in 
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mathematics is coiiipared to the recommended program from 

high school teachers in Table XXIII. 



'ìab1e .t:, 

Coli3e i.atheatics heçuire&ents Compared to Teacher xperience 
and Te cr .ecoi.enthtions 

I --- 
-----* 

-. 
¿ 

. J 

t)(X cettkercent ercont , y. ('olle o v, each. ìtec. 
Co11e* eç. 

- 

Teacher Value Teacher ee. ior "iorr Hour 
Lfl 

TrigoAoLtry 

,___ 
F;,) 

- -- 
61.7 

- 

:i .i 4.6 

- 
4.6 

¡n1ytic ec;:i. 6.9 45.0 52.7 5,]. 

»irr. & Ixt. z1cu1us72.2 30.0 63.( 11.0 9.6 

»i:.her i31gebr 32. 11.7 4.1 )»s 6.0 

Co11e.Te Ceoetry 31.2 5.0 32.4 ¡4,7 

Ir:tro. to Cdcu1us 31.2 16.6 17.6 5. 4.0 

Collee 1geUr 27,9 61.7 63. 5.5 6.7 

Theory of çuat. 19.0 5.0 20.3 4. 4.L 

úifi.. quatioìs 13.0 .4 4.3 4.7 

13tory of 14.7 .3 21.6 4.3 .3.3 

Te&ching of Moth. 6.6 :u.3 36. 3. 

3pheric1 Th&g. 4.9 9.5 4.0 3.4 

Stti8t1cs .3.3 ,0 I0. 4.5 5.6 

ath. of Jin:r4ce .3.3 12.3 4.5 . 4.4 

Theory of NuLflbra 3.3 1.4 6.0 

Foun;t1or8 3.3 4.]. 6, 4,5 

Furd. of H.. ¿ath. 3.3 . 9.0 

ìtdV. Giff. (juat,, .3 c.0 '1.5 

Projective Geom. 1.G 1.7 4.5 3.0 

1.lath. ¿ or Teachers 3.3 0 4.5 

idvanced Calculus 1.6 0 

Non uc.ideìn eo. 1.6 1.4 4.5 

.3oild Geoirietry . 1.7 12.3 

Uriifioci 10.0 12.3 9.5 

LdV. kn1ytic 1.7. . 
2,7 3.0 

ecriptive eons. t,1 3.6 

ritkuaet1c ¿3.1 5.7 



To discover the agreeracrit between the college re- 
quired natheint1c . an the value teachers attach to these 
courses, the rank correlation coefficient was calculated, 
and was found to be .3. This shows a substrtii relat- 
lonship which was the only thing desired to discover by 

this statistîcal process. This may be interpreted to nean 

that the courses recuired by uost colleges are felt to be 
of value by experienced teachers. The outstanding ex- 
ceptions are differential equations required by eleven 
collo.es but not considered valuable by a single teacher, 
and theory of equations which was required by eleven 
colleges but of value to only three instructors. One in- 
consistency is noted when only three teachers feel that 
college geonetry is of value yet twenty-four of the saine 
teachers reconmend it as preparation. The only explanat- 

ion is that perhaps not raany of the instructors answering 

the ouestion completed the course in college. 

The rank cor.celation coefficient between college 

prograìs and teacher recommended programs is .61. This 

may be interpreted to further indicate that the colleges 

and universities are preparing future teachers well as far 

as required ìatheniatics courses arc; concerned, or that 

teachers are reïyirv' upon their own preparation as a basis 

for suggesting courses. Since teachers attached value to 



many of their courses it is perhaps correct for them to 

recommend courses they compIted in college. The except-' 

ions are hi;her algebra required by twenty universities 

and recommended by only three teachers, and differential 

equations required by eleven schools while being recoirnnerLd- 

ed by only four tcachers. College algebra rnked second 

on the teachers' list while rating seventh on college re-' 

quirements. Teachin2. of h1athet atics was suggested by a 

third of the teachers but required by only four univer- 

sities. Perhaps many of the schools did not consider the 

latter a subject matter course. The other courses ranking 

somewhat hiher on the teacher's list were history of 

matheiatics , sphericJ trigonoetry , stati sties , and iath- 

ematics of finance, althouì the last was recoended by 
many colleges. Iine teachers suggested solid geometry arid 

5OtìO form f unified ìuathexuatics, aiid six mentioned 

descriptive geometry and arithiiietic while none of these 

were required by colleres. There are no great differences 

in the mean term hours attached to courses. The teachers, 

however, recommend somewhat less calculus and history of 

matheumtics and a little more college algebra and methods. 

The author sugc,ests that this close correlation 

between teacher suggested courses and the higher instit- 

utions' requirements denotes less disagreement than was 
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assumed fro;: the fact that forty percent of the instruct- 
ors felt the colleges were not properly prepairing 
teachers of mathematics. Perhaps the teachers see faults 
and becoe over critical when a closer observation in- 
dicates that the overall situation is good. Flowever, 

just criticism is an excellent stimulation for improve- 

ments. 

College and high school teachers' suggested minor 

teaching fields are contrasted in Table XXIV. 

Table XXIV 

College and Teacher P.ecomxnended Linors Compared 

rex'cent kercent Subject Field Coïlege Teacher 
¡.ecomniended Lecommended 

General $cience 53.2 5.7 
Physical Science 51.7 37.4 
Biolo4cal Science 11.3 0 

Physical .Lducation 9.7 5.3 

Social Science g.6 1.7 
Industrial rts 6. 5.3 
fnglish 3.2 12.0 
Commercial 3.2 14.7 
Language 1.6 
Accounting 1.6 
usic 1.6 



The rank correlation coefficient between the fields 

indicated by both colleges ani teachers is .56. This 
ag1n denotes positive reitionship but sonewhat less 
than the agreenient on the rrÈtheraatics curriculum. ior all 
three of these coefficients of correlation, the degree 
of correoridence is not as iÀaportant as the fact that 
there is a definite agreement between the two :roups. 
In this minor field correlation, the fiure is not 
significant for itself since only seven iteras are coìpared. 

The two which record tue highest percent sugesting, 

general science and physical science, are ranked first 
and second respectively by both colleges and teachers. 

Strangely no teachers recoiumerìded biological science 
whereas eleven percent of the colleges did. The out- 

standing differences come with the various c ourse s whi ch 

are iii the low percentage areas and therefore little other 

significance c&n be attached to the findings. The out- 

standing; fact is that teachers and colleges still over- 
wheliiiingly recommend general science and physic&l science 

minors for mathematics teachers with social scisnce and 

physical education also showing popularity. 

It is difficult to compare the teachers' criticisms 

of the present curricula with the college professorst 

opinions for iLiprovehlents because of the diverse ideas 



expressed. To compare these opinions as objectively as 

possible, Table XXV is presented. 

Table XXV 

Coil ee Opinions for Improving Train ing Programs 
Compared to Criticisms of Present Preparation 

Lumber of Lumber of Point of Issue 
CO1iCe3 Teachers 

Study of Secondary Curricula and 
Survey of High School Teachers 12 

l4ore Application Courses 12 12 

Less Advanced and Different 
Iiatheinatics for Teachers ii 17 

ÌIore Observation and Practice i 

iore Careful 3election 2 i 

Emphasize l3asic Concepts 2 7 

Iiore Historical Background 1 3 

Emphasize ethods (Better 1ethods) 27 

bout one third of thcìse replying in each group 

thought a less advanced and a different college mathematics 
program for secondary school teachen ' s should be instituted. 

Thirty-five percent of the colleges and ti.onty-five percent 

of the teachers answering desired more practical applicat- 

ion courses. bout one quarter of the instructors wanted 



better methods courses while a like amount called for 
iuore enaphasis on techniaues Courses in college. T7e1ve 

percent of the colleges answering arid two teachers dïd 

ílention the need for more :ractice teaching. The other 

outstanding opinion of college educators, expressed by 

thirty-five percent, was the need for a survey of high 

school curricula. o teachers sugge8ted this perhaps 

because of the wording of the cuestion. Two college 

professors sugested iiore careful selection of prospective 
teachers as did one teacher. Three teachers and one 

college representative xaentioned ubre historical background 
and seven teachers suggested rore eÀphasis on bs1c con- 
cepts as did one college. The only definite areas of 

agreement therefore arc the need for a different math- 

ematics curriculum for prospective teachers and the 

inclusion of more practical application courses. One 

thing mentioned by almost half the teachers answering this 

particular question, but not mentioned by colleges, was 

increased emphasis on methods. This suggests that teach- 

ers feel a lack of reparation in mathe.tics teaching 
te chnique s 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECO4ENDED PROGRAÌ 

SurLinlary 

This study is based upon & questionnaire survey of 
sixty-two Colleges of Education in thirty-six states and 

the Uistrict of Colunibia, and of eighty-nine secondary 

school iiathe.tics teachers froia seventy-six high schools 
in Oregon. Its purpose is to develop a more adequate 
training prorani in mathematics for pro3pective teachers. 
The followin, Point s were revealed froid the t eachers' 

replies. 

Less than half of the high school pupils in the 
schools used in this study wore enrolled in any forni of 

matheiriatics. The smallest percentage was reistcred in 
the larger schools. Courses in algebra, geometry, and 

trigonometry remain the nost popular offerings in the high 

schools, with genera]. mathematics recuired by thirty-nine 
of the schools. The teachers note the increased popularity 

of general &thetics and many are concerned with the 
lowered standards and requiremonts iii Lt11eiatics at the 

high school level. 

All of the teachers participating in the study held 
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Bachelor's De,rees and twenty-five percent held baster's 
Degrees. One third of these teachers received their 
education outside of Oregon. The average rLuiiher of tcrn 
hours of athenaties coL1plted by the teachers was thirty- 
five. í&bout seventeen perceut of the teachers had 

neither a iajor or ninor preparation in college math 

emati Cs. 

In general, teacners attached value to the math 

ematics courses they compicted ii college with the 
exception of work done in the more advanced areas of the 
subject, such as, differential equations and higher 
algebra. 

The teacher-recommended aatheniatics programs for 
futuro teachers were charactrized by an emphasis on the 
basic concepts of the courses which the teacher will be 

called upon to teach. Work beyond . the clculus was 

seldom suggested except where it was a continuation of 

algebra or geometry. iii, , college 
algebra, analytic geometry, college geomotry, history of 

niathematics, theory of equations, imified mathematics, 
and solid geometry ranked in that order. ¡lso teachers 
urged the inclusion of application and methods courses. 
The averae number of term hours of mathematics suggested 
by teachers wa thirty-one. 
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The recorende4 iror teich1 field were eerJ. 

science anti phyicl acieico with socii science, nli3h 

¿nd bußiness showing so:e popularity. he iriportnce of 

good minor preprat ion wa euphaize by the fLct that 

about h&lf of the participating teachers re teaching 

in one, two, or three aubject fields in additton to 

the tics. 

nbout forty percent at the tacLor balieved that 

the colleges ro not giving ,ropective tetchers adecuate 

preparation in :athetics. The teachers ug.psted 

differently tuuht , less advanced atheatic curriculum 

with epìsis ou practical applications. lso half of the 

teachers nswerin this part of th çuestionmire opha. 

sized the ..eed for rore a better cours in ethods of 

teaching. This perhaps indicates tLt ;ay techers feel 

a lack of prepnrtion i tecbthg tachniçue for preaerxt 

ing Lathe tics. 

The f ollowi facts were obtir4ed f ro the college 

and univeritty rerlies. 

The averce iiuzibc'r of terza houra of atheitics 

reu1red or certiict ion by the thirty-sb statea used 

in the study was twenty-four. Only two states required 

less than the fifteen hour iniu require.eut in regon. 

The esn number of terL hours required by the colleges 
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ws thirty-seven, while they recommended forty-eight. 
Trigonometry, analytic geometry, and calculus were 

almost universally required of prospective teachers by 

colleges nd universities. Higher al;ebra, college 

geometry, co1lee a]j)ebra, theory of equations, 

differential equations, n:. history of nathematics follow 

in th t order. A majority of the colleges indicated no 

special mathematics courses designed primarily for 
prospective high school teachers, although several stated 
that they had such courses planned for the future. 

As night be expected gerLeral scionce and physical 

science were the IìOSt popular minors recommended by the 

colleges and followed by the prospective teachers. 
Many college representatives stated that a less 

advanced, more practical mathematics curriculum for 
prospective teachers should be instituted in the colleges. 
Also several believed that a survey of the present high 

school offerings must be iade in order to determine In 

what direction to train future teachers. 
The points of agreement between colleges and 

teachers are sumnarized below. 

The rank correlation coefficient between college 

required mathematics and the value teachers attach to the 

courses they complted in college is .3. The rank 
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correùtion coefficient between college required 
mathematics and teacher recommended courses is .61. This 

substantial positiv( reùtionship shows encouraing 
agreeient between colleges and teachers in the field 

concerning preparation of nathemat1cs teacher3. 
Trigonometry, analytic geonetry, and calculus were high in 

on both lists. College algebra, co1lee geometry, theory 

of equations, and history of mathematics required by riicny 

co1lees were popular recommendations of teachers. 

Differential equations and higher algebra recuired by some 

colleges ranked low on teachers' lists. Business 

mathematics and solid go:etry were suggested by several 

teachers but were not reuired by any of the colleges. 

Teachers emphasized the value of methods courses. 

General science and physical science were the most 

frequently mentioned minors by both groups with social 

science, English and business showing some popularity. 

Teachers and colleges agreed that a differently 

taught, less advanced curriculum with emphasis on practical 

applications should be provided for prospective teachers. 

study: 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions irisy be drawn from this 

1. The decrease in the percent of the high school 
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population enrolled in iatheiiiatics in Oregon 

apparently has not been checked. 

2. £Lore prctioa1 athexiatics is being offered at 

the high school level in Oregon. However, 

there is indication that the standards of 

thewtics taught in the high schools re 

lower. 

3. There is substantial agreeaent between colleges 

and high school matheríatics teachers concerning 

the iathemat bal trainin; prograi for future 

teachers. 

4. The teacher of ;iathernatics should have a wide 

background in the subjects he will be called 

upon to teach with less emphasis on the advanced 

phases of puro mathematics. He iust be familiar 
with the history of matheLatic and its concepts. 

5. The courses in athematical subject ratter for 

the prospective teacher should be professional- 
izcd to give a real understanding of the basic 

concepts rather than Lechanical and manipulative 

skill in operations. 

6. it is desirable that a mathematics teacher 

acquire through proper coursoc, experience in 

practical fields where matheciatics is used. 

7. The mathematics teacher should have adequate 

training in the teaching aethods of all areas 
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of ¡atheniatics which he will be cil1ed upon to 

teach. 

, The iathematic3 teacher should have a sound 

background in related Àuinor fields of pre- 

paratioxi, especially in the general and physical 

8ciences. 

À Recomiended Frograni 

The recommended program based on the results of 

this survey requires thirty-six term hours of mathematics 

for a liajor in that field. ssthaing that one hundred 

ninety-two term hours are required for graduation, this 

leaves ample time for the tudnt to prepare one or two 

minors , take professional courses and do soxìo work in 

general education. It is hoped, howevef, that the pros- 

pective teacher of mathematics has enough interest in his 

subject to take several hours beyond the requirements. 

For the student whose iiuor field of preparation is 

ati1eLiatic, probably twenty-four hours are suí'ficient. 

A mathematics progrrn based on the recom:iendatiozis 

of teachers cooperating in this study is outlIned as 

follows: 
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Course Terri flours 

jor inor 

1. Col1ee lgcbra 4 4 

2. Trigonoiz8etry 4 4 

3. Analytic eometry 4 4 

(or a gener1 course covering 

1, 2, arad 3) 

4. Differential and Integral Calculus 9 6 

5. College Iucliden Geozietry 3 3 

6. Applied. ìathe:ìtics 

(iiodeled after kUchteyer (28).) 6 3 

7. History of athematics 3 

8. Theory of Equations 3 

Total 36 24 

The above courses .ust be taught specificn.11y for 

teachers. The work should er.phasize the bisic concepts 

and the riractical pplicitiots of mathematics and not coz 

sist or merely learning xaan1pultive techniçues of aolvilt 

problems. 

The student should be encourtged to tke as 

electives, funthuental concepts of Latheatics, some solid 

;eoetry, an further work in statistics. Froi this point, 

the students' interest and the advice of a conipetent 
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counselor should deterwine what. advanced ¡aatheiatic& is 

de si rthle. 

compl'te course in the teaching of nathenatics 15 

advised. Teachers' answ.rs to the cjueationnaire indicate 

that as ¡iany as six ter. hours are desirable. 

ihe conclusions and reconendd program were 

deduced as ob.joctiviy is possible and were based on the 

results or this study alone. The sugTe5ted uutheuatics 

prograr is not the final answer but does reflect the 

thinking of both the secondary school teachers ard teacher 

training institutions who part1cipate in this survey. It 

wifl. be criticized but that is the method of advancing. 

Other recent studies of a similar nature have been nde 

by the Vatlonal Council of atheatics Teachers (26) and 

the Cczission on Post 'ar Plans (e). This paper and 

other studie3 ougest the advisability of further study of 

the problem. 
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CORRL 3PQIDEFCE 
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Corvallis, Oregon 
January 25, 1950 

Dean of the Jchool of Education 

Dear Jir: 

Your assistance in providing the information as re- 

quested on the enclosed questionnaire will be greatly 

appreciated. The information wIll be used as a basis for 

my thesis toward the Iasters degree in Education. It is 

entitled ì-athe:;iatics Preparation of High School Teachers 

Based 9! Co11e2e Pro!rams Teacher Exrerience. I 

intend to survey the teacher training programs in mthe- 

matics offered by colleges throughout the United states to 

find out what general plan is followed by most colleges 

and discover the latest trends in mathematics teacher 

training. I will then compare these programs with what 

experienced teachers in Oregon feel constitutes a good 

training plan and incorporate the best ideas of all into a 

workable inatheruatic s teacher training program. 

e are constantly working toward a better teacher 

training program. I hope thct this study will contribute 

to the consideration of the problem of how we can better 

prepare our mathematics teachers. 

I sincerely request that the enclosed questionnaire 
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be filled out returned as soon a possible. i11 

material will be held in strict confidence. 

Yourc very truly, 

J)ean J. 3till (signed) 
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Corvallis, Oregon 
January 25, 1950 

Dear Fellow Teacher, 

Your assistance in providing the information as 

requested on the enclosed questionnaire will be greatly 
appreciated. The information will be used as a basis for 

my thesis toward the asters degree in Education. It is 
entitled ìathematics Preparation of High School Teachers 

Based 2i College Programe and Teacher xperierLce. I wish 

to question eperieiced high school teachers in Oregon to 

discover the over-all preparation of our matheatïcs 
teachers and obtain their opinions on what an ideal 

matheniatics teacher training progrwii should contain. I 
will then compar3 these recommendations with the college 
training programs throughout the United Jtates today, and 

incorporate the best ideas of all into a workable training 
plan. 

We are constantly working toward a better teacher 
training program. I hope that this study will contribute 
to the considertion of the probleiii of how we can better 
prepare our mathematics teachers. 

I sincerely request that the enclosed questionnaire 
be filled out and returned as soon as possible. ;11 

material will be held in strict confidence. 
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Your8 Very truly, 

Dean L. ti1l (sif:ned) 
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APPENDIX B 

QUE3TIO!NÁIRES 
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ÇtIOILIKE FOR ThEMÂTICS TrACHER: 

Nie of Bi;i School ¿.ddress_________ 

iubr of Students_______ uber enrolled in rnathetics 

courses 

1. List the COUrZs in tharuìtics off erad by your school 

and encircle the ones which are recuired. 

D. 

C. - G. 

id r. - 

2. that decree(s) do you ho1d Froth what. institutions? 

:3. What your .ujor field of preparation in college? 

4. Whet other subjects did you prepare to teach? 

5. 3o ìiany hours; of co1e ge iuitliemztic2 have you had? 

(teri, seester) 

6. that subjects are you now teachin? 

7. How ny yeDrs of atheuTatics teaching experience have 

you had? 

. List the courses in natheruatice you ha i college 

and underline the ones which were of most vL1u1 to you. 

A. F. 

L. 

C. H. 

D. I. 

L. s,. 
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9. In planning an ideal teacher training program in 

matheiaatics, what courses do you think should be 

included and how Many hours of each? 

Hours Hours 

A. F. 

B. G. 

C. H. 

D. I. 

E. J. 

10. In what other teaching fields do you suggest the 

prospective nathematics teacher prepare? 

11. Do you believe that the colleges are offering an 

adeouate training program for high school 

mathematics teachers? (yes,no) Why? 

12. what significant trend.s have you noticed in high 

school iaathomatics, both in subject matter and 

teaching nethods? 
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QUE3TIONIAI; FOR COLLEGES 

Îae of Co11ee Address 

1umber of hathematics Teachers Trained: 194e-49_________ 

1949-50 

1. How any hours of mathematics is recuired for a 

student preparing to teach mathematics by your dtate 

t)epartcrìt of Education? 

_____________term or senester hours 

2. How many hours of mathematics is required by your 

School of Education of a student preparing to teach 

mathematics as a major field of preparation? 

_____________term or semester hours 

3. In column A indicate the number of (term, semester) 

hours of mathematics reouire, and column B, the 

number of hours of the courses recommended. iake any 

addition to the list tht you feel necessary. 
Course J, iecuired B. Recoiended 

1. College Trigonometry 

2. naiytic Geometry 

3. Introduction to Calculus 

4. Elementary .tatistics 
5. Differential Calculus 

6. Integral Calculus 

7. 3pherical Trigonometry 

8. History of athematics 
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Couree . Aeouired B. iecorxended 

9. Theory of Equations 

10. ndvanced or Higher Algebra 

11. College Geometry 

12. lrojective Geoetry 

13. Furnber Theory 

14. .'ifîerential Equations 

15. 

16. 

17. 

ig. 

19. 

20. 

4. In what minor t9aching fields do: 

a. you suggest the future athernatics teacher 

prepare? 

b. most mathematics students in your school 

prepare? 

5. 'o you have any courses especially designed to give 

future teachers applications of mathematics to 

everyday life such as insurance, banking procedures, 

taxation, and consumer and installment buying (Yes,iJo) 

hat are they? 



no 

6. 'hat new courses do you have planned especially for 

mathematics teachers? 

7. hat should be the next steps in planning a college 

curricu1ud for high school nathernatics teachers? 


